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1. Introduction
EC-Win is a bundle of the acontis EtherCAT-Master Stack (EC-Master) for RTOS-32 and the acontis
RTOS32Win real-time extension for Windows 7 / 8 / 10 (32-Bit / 64-Bit).
The acontis RTOS32Win enables RTOS-32 to share a single computer with a Microsoft Windows

desktop operating system while maintaining RTOS-32 hard real-time determinism and performance.
Both operating systems operate independent from each other, and, therefore, RTOS-32 operation is
immune to desktop Windows exceptions and faults.

The acontis EC-Master for RTOS-32 is a full featured high performance EtherCAT Master Stack. ECMaster provides hardware drivers for several Ethernet Controllers (Intel / Realtek). By using of the socalled “Optimized Link Layer’s” EC-Master can access the Ethernet Controller directly and offers
outstanding real-time performance.

This document gives you an overview about the EC-Win software bundle. In this document, a step-bystep walkthrough is given how to setup the RTOS32Win real-time extension and get our EtherCAT
example program (“EtherCAT demo”) running under RTOS-32. In the last chapter, we give brief
instructions how the shipped SDK examples can be built with Visual Studio.

The EC-Win package comes with the following components:
• Real-time extension runtime
o Kernel driver for virtual network adapter between Windows and RTOS-32
o Kernel driver to assign hardware resources to the real-time OS (RTOS-32)
o Virtual Machine Framework (Runtime shared by Windows and RTOS-32
o Ready to Run “RTOS-32” OS Image + SDK.
• SDK’s for the real-time extension and the EC-Master
o Integrated EVAL Version of RTOS-32
o Libraries and header files for developing your own C/C++ applications, using our
RTOS framework. E.g., you can develop applications that can communicate between
Windows and RTOS-32 through shared memory and signals.
o Libraries and Header files for developing your own C/C++ EtherCAT-Master
application that can drive an EtherCAT bus.
o User mode drivers (EtherCAT Optimized Link Layer’s) for Intel and Realtek PCI or
PCI-Express Ethernet Controllers.
o EC-Master Class-A Add-On Package (Provides the following EC-Master features:
Distributed Clocks, Distributed Clock Master Synchronization, EoE, VoE and AoE)
o Extensible demo applications and examples (under SDK/examples)
• Tools and Utilities
o EC-SlaveTestApplication (EC-STA). This is a powerful test and monitoring tool that
can be very helpful during development of EtherCAT applications and hardware
(under Bin/Windows/x86/ECSlaveTestApp.exe).
o System Manager. This is the primary configuration tool for EC-Win.
acontis technologies GmbH
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1.1.

Documentation

For introductive information about the EtherCAT technology and EC-Master please read our ECMaster_QuickStart_Guide.pdf.
The EC-Master user’s manual (EC-Master_ClassB.pdf) provides detailed information about EC-Master
in general and describes the EC-Master API.
The EC-Master Class-A Add-on manual EC-Master_ClassA.pdf provides detailed information about
advanced EC-Master features like Distributed Clocks, Distributed Clock Master Synchronization, EoE,
VoE and AoE.

For detailed information about the real-time extension (RTOS32Win), please read the RTOS32Win.pdf
manual.
The RTOS32Win API is described in the RTOS-Virtual-Machine-ReferenceManual.pdf document.

1.2.

Architecture of EC-Win

Figure 1-1 High level diagram of the EC-Win architecture
Description of the Components:
Windows 7 / 8 / 10 (32/64 Bit): All applications are non-deterministic. We support Windows 7 / 8 / 10 (32/64-Bit).
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User Interface Application: An optional Windows application that uses the real-time extension API to
communicate with the real-time (RTOS-32) part.
EC-Engineer is the EtherCAT configuration and diagnosis tool from acontis
(http://www.acontis.com/eng/products/downloads/index.php). It is an extensible alternative to the
Beckhoff ET9000 tool.
You will need a configuration tool for generating the EtherCAT Network Information File (ENI, according to
ETG.2100) from the EtherCAT device description files (ESI). The ENI is the input configuration to the ECMaster.
Real-Time Environment: Real-time part running on separate real-time platform (RTOS-32).
Our real-time extension can be setup so that RTOS-32 runs on an exclusive CPU in a SMP system or
shares CPU/CPU‘s with Windows.
EtherCAT Application: E.g. motion control application that drives the EtherCAT bus, using the EC-Master.
In the next chapter we describe how our EtherCAT example application can be used as a starting point /
template for an own application.
EC-Master: EtherCAT master stack for RTOS-32.
Visual Studio is used for development/debugging of the Windows and real-time (RTOS-32) part.
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2. Getting Started – step-by-step tutorial
This manual will guide you through the following steps:
1. Hardware / Software setup including the Intel PRO/1000 network adapter, several EtherCAT
slaves. (See chapter 2.2)
2. Generate the EtherCAT master ENI configuration file using the EC-Engineer. (See
chapter 2.6)
3. Build and Debug the EtherCAT example with Visual Studio (See chapter 4.2)

2.1.

Prerequisites

Please make sure that the following conditions are met:

•

Installed .NET Framework Version 4.0 (Client Profile) (For running the EC-Engineer and/or
EC-STA – Slave Test Application)

•

Installed Microsoft Visual Studio 2005 or newer with latest service pack.

•

Installed On Time RTOS-32 Eval1 package, at least Version 5.26 (for compiling the example
application)
Hint: Since version 5.1.0.23 of the real-time extension the On Time RTOS-32 Eval
package is integrated.

•

Installed EC-Win (requires at least .NET Framework Version 4.0 Client Profile).

•

Installed WinPcap (For running EC-Engineer and the EC-STA – Slave Test Application)

•

Installed EC-Engineer (Get latest (trial) version from
http://www.acontis.com/eng/products/downloads/index.php)

•

Intel PRO/1000 gigabit network controller hardware installed on the target device.

•

For Windows 7 / 8 / 10 64-Bit edition only: At least two (logically) CPU cores.

•

Miscellaneous EtherCAT Slave(s).

2.2.

Setup the Real-time Extension Runtime

This chapter describes how to setup the basic parameters of the real-time extension via the supplied
System Manager tool. First step is to choose a place for your workspace. Selecting the default place is
recommended.

1

Important: Using the FULL version of On Time RTOS-32 requires other steps for debugging. Thus
please read chapter 5.2 of RTOS32Win.pdf, especially the section about Debug Monitor.
acontis technologies GmbH
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Figure 2-1 (Add Workspace)
Next step is to “Add RTOS”. In this example it’s “On Time RTOS-32”After adding RTOS it’s time
to go to the “CPU Assignment”
If started first and Windows 10 32BIT is used all available CPUs are assigned to Windows 10 and the
first CPU is additionally assigned to RTOS-32. (Figure 2-2) This CPU Assignment may be valid,
however it isn’t recommended. To achieve a recommended “CPU Assignment” either assign all CPU’s
to Windows, except the last one or use the “Recommended” button. The last CPU has to be assigned to
“On Time RTOS-32” (Figure 2-3)

Figure 2-2 (CPU Assignment)
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Figure 2-3 (CPU Assignment)
If Windows 7 / 8 / 10 64Bit is used, the real-time part must use at least one CPU exclusively. To
achieve this use the “Recommended” button. The CPU assignment will be changed in such a way that
the real-time part has at least one CPU exclusively. After doing this the CPU assignment should be
valid.

→ It’s important that the message beyond the CPU table is green and the CPU assignment is valid!
The System Manager will show a reboot message box, if some changes require a reboot after save
settings has been pushed.
HINT: Press the “Reset” button to give all CPUs back to Windows, which
were reserved exclusively for the RTOS.

2.3.

Network Controller Setup

It is necessary to assign the Intel PRO/1000 network device to RTOS-32 before attempting to run the
EtherCAT example.
With some configuration, it is possible to use also a Realtek network
controller with the supplied EtherCAT example.
Reassignment of hardware in EC-Win is a two-step process: Isolate the device interrupts (usually not
needed for EtherCAT) and install the EC-Win RtosPnp device driver. See also the RTOS VM User
Manual for more information about real-time device management. The System Manager will do most
of the work.
Please see the EC-Master user manual for a description of the two EtherCAT operation modes
(Polling vs. Interrupt)
As the usual operation mode in EtherCAT systems is polling (no interrupts) mode, usually
interrupt configuration can be skipped. The interrupt mode is described in the appendix. 2
2

If you want to use our ECMasterDemoSyncSm example, which operates in interrupt mode, then you
should assign it with an interrupt.
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2.4.

EC-Win configuration

2.4.1. Identify your Network Controller
Please see chapter 3.6.3 “Supported network controllers”, row “Intel Pro 1000” in the EC-Master
user’s manual for a list of supported Intel Gigabit Network Controllers (including PCI device ID).The
System Manager lists an overview over all available/possible network controller with available
LinkLayers in the current system.
Please apply the following to identify a suitable/compatible network controller:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Open the System Manager.
Expand the Global Settings.
Expand the EtherCAT Compatible Devices.
Select the desired network adapter (if a compatible network adapter was found!)
Right click of the desired network adapter and select Assign to RTOS (Interrupt disabled).
Please see Figure 2-4.
With toggling of the “world icon” only devices which are supported by the
EC-Master are shown. The default is to show only EC-Master compatible
devices of this PC (no graphics adapter card, HDD, etc.)
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Assign with Interrupts Disabled:

Figure 2-4 (System Manager)
Successfully assigned EC-Win RtosPnp device driver will be listed under
the Real-time OS Devices tree node under the node “Device Configuration”.
W ARNING: DURING THE INSTALLATION OF THE RTOS DRIVER OF THE SELECTED NETWORK CARD ,
W INDOWS COULD THROW SEVERAL POP -UP WINDOWS .
W ARNING: DURING INSTALLATION OF THE RTOS DRIVER OF THE SELECTED NETWORK CARD A REBOOT
COULD BE NEEDED . I N THAT CASE START THE SYSTEM MANAGER AFTER THE REBOOT AGAIN AND CHECK
IF THE DESIRED NETWORK CARD IS ASSIGNED CORRECTLY TO THE RTOS.

2.5.

EtherCAT Hardware Setup
The following diagram shows a typical hardware setup to run the EtherCAT sample
application.

•
•
•

PC running EC-Win
Intel PRO/1000 network adapter
CAT 5 cable to connect to the EtherCAT slaves

acontis technologies GmbH
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Figure 2-5 (EC-Win EtherCAT Setup)

2.6.

Generating an EtherCAT configuration (ENI)

The EtherCAT Configurator tool EC-Engineer is a piece of software available from the acontis
technologies GmbH that can automatically generate EtherCAT configuration files based on the
EtherCAT hardware being used. It can scan an Ethernet interface and automatically determine
connected EtherCAT devices.
The general process is to:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Add the ECMasterDemo application to the RTOS using the System Manager
Run the ECMasterDemo application using the System Manager without providing an ENI file
Start the EC-Engineer via System Manager
EtherCAT slaves connected to the network controller card assigned to RTOS-32 will be
automatically scanned.
5. The file saves automatically at closing of EC-Engineer.

2.6.1.

Prerequisites

Several preparations have to be made prior to running the ECMasterDemo application.
•

The correct hard and software environment (see chapter 2.3 and 2.5) has to be installed.

•

A network controller, assigned to the real-time OS (see chapter 2.3)

•

EtherCAT slaves connected to the network adapter and powered on

2.6.2.

Run the ECMaster example application

First, you have to start the example. To do this start the System Manager.
acontis technologies GmbH
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Go to “RTOS #1” → ”Applications” and open a new Target Console Window.

Figure 2-6 (System Manager)

Open an Existing Application, choose the ECMasterDemo and click OK.

Figure 2-7 (Real-time Application)
Now it’s time to select the Network Adapter for EtherCAT. In this case, it’s the “RTOS Ethernet
Controller”
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Figure 2-8 (Selecting Network Adapter)

The final step is to select the ECMasterDemo and click on Start RTOS.

Figure 2-9 (Starting RTOS)
Now the example application is running and connected to the EtherCAT devices. The example is
prepared to be remotely connected with the EC-Engineer for scanning the EtherCAT network.
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Figure 2-10 (Running Example Application)
Go back to the System Manager and start the EC-Engineer with clicking on “Create…” button at the
ECC-File section.

Figure 2-11 (Create ECC with EC-Engineer)
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The EC-Engineer will start and automatically scan for devices. After this close the EC-Engineer and
click on yes, → the ENI file is saved.

Figure 2-12 (EC-Engineer)

2.6.3.

Run the ECMaster example application with ENI

After generating the ENI file, the ECMasterDemo must be started with the ENI file to get the master in
OPERATIONAL.
After closing of the EcEngineer, the running real-time part will be stopped and the ENI file will be
automatically added to the System Manager configuration.
The “EtherCAT Network Configuration File (ENI)” checkbox will be selected and the path to the
generated ENI file will be added to the “ENI-File” edit field. The generated ENI file will reside in
%WORKSPACE%\rtfiles\ and will be accessible from the real-time part through the RtosFileServer.
Press the green start button to start the ECMasterDemo with the generated ENI file.
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Figure 2-13 (Providing the ENI file)
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3. EC-Win Overview
3.1.

EC-Master example application

The EC-Master EtherCAT example application (located in \SDK\Examples\RTOS32\ECMasterDemo below the EC-Win installation directory) is shipped in source code; it contains a
quite useful application framework to interact with the EC-Master Stack. See also chapter 1
Introduction for a description of the EC-Win directory structure.
In this document, we show how the EtherCAT example can be used with an Intel Gigabit Network
Controller3 (Intel PRO/1000) communicating with several EtherCAT slaves supplied by Beckhoff.
It is possible to use alternative EtherCAT hardware with the EtherCAT example, however, the user is
required to generate a valid EtherCAT master XML configuration file. acontis technologies supplies a
tool (EC-Engineer) to generate this file. An example on how to generate this file is given in section 2.6
Generating an EtherCAT configuration (ENI) of this document. Some adjustments to the example
I/O sequence in el9800.cpp, located in the EC-Master example source directory, may also be
necessary.
The EtherCAT example is a monolithic RTOS-32 OS image (ECMasterDemo) and all hardware
accessed by the example is operated by RTOS-32. This allows the EtherCAT example to run with the
same real-time performance as it would if running on stand-alone hardware. All necessary RTOS-32
software and source files are included in the example.
This document outlines the procedure necessary to configure both the hardware and software
components of the example in several general steps.

3.2.

The EC-Win example application
3.2.1. Purpose of the EcWinDemo

The EcWinDemo consists of two parts: a real-time part and a Windows part.
Basically it shows how to send control commands from the non-real-time part (windows side) of the
EcWinDemo to the real-time part. The control commands control some selected, general cases on the
real-time part. Furthermore, it shows how to start/stop, do logging, etc. of the real-time part.
The Windows part (EcWinDemo.exe) has mainly 3 jobs:
a) Start/stop the real-time part
b) Sending commands to the real-time part of the EcWinDemo
c) The current values are taken from the real-time part of EcWinDemo
The real-time part (EcWinDemo) has mainly 2 jobs:
a) Waiting for new commands from the Windows part
b) Sending of selected current values to the Windows part

3

Our Intel PRO/1000 Link Layer has support for Intel 8254x, 8256x, 8257x, 8258x, 21x, 35x and
controllers embedded into PCH / ICH. For a complete list of currently supported MAC’s please see the
EC-Master user’s manual, chapter 3.6.3.
acontis technologies GmbH
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3.2.2. Prerequisites
To get the EcWinDemo running, the following prerequisites are needed:
•

EC-Win 6.0.0.20 or newer

•

A valid ENI file that reflects the topology of the used EtherCAT devices.

•

For Func 1 (Link input bit to output bit): 1 input device (ex. EL100X) and 1 output device (ex.
EL200X)
IMPORTANT: T HE INPUT DEVICE MUST BE TRIGGERED SOMEHOW (EXTERNAL OR BY AN OTHER
DEVICE )!

•

For Func 2 (Toggle output bit): 1 output device (ex. EL200X)

3.2.3. Setup environment and get EcWinDemo running
The following steps are required to get the EcWinDemo running:
C AUTION: T HE ORDER IS IMPORTANT! SECTION A) MUST BE DONE FIRST AND AFTER THAT SECTION B)
a) System Manager:
o

Add Rtos

o

Assign desired network card to the real-time part.
Push the button "Assign To RTOS (Interrupt Disabled)"
The EtherCAT slaves are connected on this network card.

o

Push button "Open Existing Application"

o

Select EcWinDemo from the drop-down box at appearing dialog "Add New Real-time
Application".

o

Push "OK" button.

o

Now a new dialog appears "Customize EcWinDemo"

o

HINT: No changes should be required at this stage.

o

Push "OK" button.

The EcWinDemo node is now selected and the settings will be shown on the right pane.
o

Go to section "Configuration" and check the EtherCAT Network Information File (ENI)
check box.

o

Browse for the valid ENI file.

o

!!! IMPORTANT: S AVE THE CONFIGURATION IN SYSTEM MANAGER !!!

HINT: All configuration settings for the real-time part are now finished!
o

Start EcWinDemo.exe either from the System Manager (6th icon on the left side or
menu item "Run|Start EcWinDemo") or directly from
%RTE_ROOT%\Bin\Windows\x86\EcWinDemo.exe

b) EcWinDemo.exe:
o

o

On "Start Page" tab:
▪

Select "Local" mode

▪

Push "Start" button

▪

After successful start of the real-time part, push "Connect" button.

On "Demo App" tab:
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▪

Push "Start" button at section "Application Control"

➢ Func 1:
•

Select input slave from drop-down box

•

Enter desired bit offset of input slave

•

Select output slave from drop-down box

•

Enter desired bit offset of output slave

•

Push button "Enable/Disable"

➢ Func 2:
•

Select output slave from drop-down box

•

Enter desired bit offset of output slave

•

Push button "Enable/Disable"

3.2.4. Commands overview
-

With Func 1 (link input bit to output bit) an arbitrary, by user selected input bit of 1 input device
will be mapped onto an arbitrary, by user selected input bit of 1 output device. External
changing of the input bit value will be forwarded to the output bit.
The current values of both bits will be detected and shown by the Windows part of the
example.

-

With Func 2, (toggle output bit) will an arbitrary, by user selected output bit of 1 output device
be toggled every 1 sec.
The current value of the bit will be detected and shown by the Windows part of the example.

3.3.

The EC-Win Software Development Kit (SDK)

The EC-Win software development kit, located in SDK (below the EC-Win installation directory),
contains libraries and header files to develop software on top of the EC-Master Stack or the real-time
extension (RTOS32Win based).
Furthermore, it contains the integrated On Time RTOS-32 Eval package.

3.4.

EC-SlaveTestApplication (EC-STA)

The EC-STA (EtherCAT SlaveTestApplication) is useful for manufacturers of EtherCAT slave devices
to perform comprehensive tests based on the EC-Master stack.
Typically, the EC-STA will be used while creating and testing EtherCAT slave software as well as for
slave production tests. The EC-STA offers a comfortable and clear user interface with many features
and allows testing any existing EtherCAT slave devices.
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Figure 3-1 (EC-SlaveTestApplication)

3.5.

System Manager

The System Manager is used for configuration of the real-time part of EC-Win as well as for managing
the whole development process. It provides functionality to manage the memory configuration, the
CPU assignment to the RTOS and the assignment of PCI devices. Furthermore, it provides
functionality to deploy applications to the real-time part and create the Visual Studio projects for the
example programs.
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Figure 3-2 (System Manager)
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4. Compile and Debug the example applications
4.1.

Prerequisites

Several preparations have to be made prior to running the example.
•

The correct hard and software environment (see chapter 2.3 and 2.5) has to be installed.

•

An EtherCAT network configuration file (chapter 2.6) (ENI) has been generated that fits to
your EtherCAT bus.

•

A network controller, assigned to the real-time OS (see chapter 2.3)

•

EtherCAT slaves connected to the network adapter and powered on

4.2.

Step-by-step tutorial for the ECMasterDemo application

1.

The first step for running the example is to start the System Manager.

2.

Then go to “RTOS #1” → ”Applications” and open a new Target Console Window.

3.

Go to the Application “ECMasterDemo” you created in chapter 6 and remove it.

4.

Press button “Create New Application Project (Debug Only)”

5.

The final step is to press the button “Open Project With Visual Studio...” and the debug
monitor will be started automatically.

6.

Visual Studio will be started and the project will be created and is ready to build and debug.

Figure 4-1 (System Manager)
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Figure 4-2 (System Manager)

After clicking OK you have to select your Network Adapter.

Figure 4-3 (System Manager)
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Start the Target Console Window, it will show messages generated by the Debug Monitor and the
example application.

Figure 4-4 (Target Console Window)

Next step is to provide the ENI file.
If you followed the corresponding chapter within this guide you will find it under
%WORKSPACE%/rtfiles/.

Figure 4-5 (Providing the ENI file)
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Now please click on the button “Open Project with Visual Studio”
Caution: Never start Visual Studio directly to open a real-time (On Time RTOS-32) project, for
more background information look at the corresponding manuals!
When Visual Studio opens the first time, the Project will automatically be created within the
workspace.
Every Time Visual Studio starts, the DebugMonitor launches implicitly.
You should see the following message on the Debug Console. (Figure 7-6)

Figure 4-6 (Debug Console)
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Right Click on “ECMasterDemo” and rebuild the example.

Figure 4-7 (Building the Demo)
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4.3.

Debugging the example

After Building the example via Visual Studio, you have to press F5.

Figure 4-8 (Debug Console Output)

Figure 4-9 (Debug Console Output)
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4.4.

Build instructions for Windows 7 / 8 / 10

This section offers building instructions for the shipped example programs in
SDK\Examples\Windows (below the EC-Win installation directory).
Each directory is an own example program. In chapter 3 EC-Win Overview there is a brief description
for each of the example programs.
•

Open Visual Studio 2005

•

Create a new "Win32 Console Application”, select “Console application”,
“Empty project”

•

Add all *.cpp files located in SDK\Examples\Windows\<Example-Name> below the ECWin installation directory to the project.

•

Go to Project "Properties" → "C/C++" → "General" → "Additional Include
Directories"
Add SDK\inc and SDK\inc\Windows (below the EC-Win installation directory) as additional
include directories.

•

Go to Project "Properties" → "Linker" → "General" → "Additional Library
Directories"
Add SDK\LIB\Windows\X86 (below the EC-Win installation directory)

•

Go to Project "Properties" → "Linker" → "Input" → "Additional
Dependencies" → "..."
Add "RtosLib32.lib"

•

Go to Project "Properties" → "C/C++" → "Language" → "Treat wchar_t as
Built-in Type" select "No"

•

Go to Project "Properties" → "C/C++" → "Preprocessor"
Add RTOS32WIN and _CRT_SECURE_NO_DEPRECATE to section "Preprocessor
Definitions".

•

Build the Example.

•

Run the Example.
Note that for EventDemo, InterlockDemo and ShmDemo a counterpart executable on
the RTOS-32 side must be started (identically named; see source code below
SDK\Examples\RTOS-32) for proper operation!
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5. Appendix
5.1.

Adding User settings in a System Manager configuration

In a System Manager controlled environment, all user settings shall be stored in the file
systemmgr_user.config which is located below the workspace’s .\config sub directory.

5.2.

Relation between RTOS files and cmd line parameters

The EtherCAT examples use several files for configuring and/or logging, etc. These files will be given
by the command line to the examples. In EC-Win this is realized by shared memory mapped files. A
real file will be loaded into shared memory and the name of the shared memory will be given through
the cmd parameters to the example. Config files are given through read-only memory, logging files
through read/write memory. Logging files could be dumped every time from the shared memory into
the real file.
In the default case the system manager will take care about needed files and corresponding shared
memories.
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